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Center Stage

LOAD RATINGS & WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW
by Chad Parrish

When you’re choosing a new portable staging system for your
auditorium or performance space, there are a variety of things to
consider: stability, strength, flexibility and safety to name a few.
But one of the most important considerations that people forget
to ask about involves the different types of load ratings.

Center Stage continued

Let’s start with the basics. There are three main
load ratings to consider: the standard uniform
load, point load and dynamic live load.

Standard Uniform Load
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The standard uniform load rating is a measure
of how much weight equally distributed across
the span a portable stage has been rated to
support safely. This specification is typically
in pounds per square foot. For example, a
portable stage that measures 10 feet by 10 feet
with a uniform load rating of 125 pounds per
square foot may safely support 12,500 pounds
of weight (10ft x 10ft x 125 pounds) evenly
distributed across the stage. The higher the
standard uniform load rating, the more weight
a stage will safely support. Most building codes
require that portable stages support a minimum
of 125 pounds per square foot but depending
on the number of people and equipment on
stage, you may need more than that. Portable
stage manufacturers will often have several
different designs that offer additional legs,
beams or other support structure to increase
the load rating. Make sure when deciding on
a portable stage that the load rating is high
enough for all of the people and equipment
you plan to have on stage at any given time.
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When it comes to show choir

PLATFORMS,

there’s no competition.

S t a g e T e k™
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Take a look at StageTek’s scorecard and you’ll see the Wenger advantage in
every category. StageTek is the only system that exceeds performance
expectations for uniform load, side load and point load.
4 Simple setup that doesn’t require a professional crew
❏
4 Lightweight decks that save your back and hands
❏
4 Incredible strength for large groups, equipment, pianos, etc.
❏
4 Safe, stable & secure for your peace of mind
❏
4 Performance versatility for unlimited configurations
❏
4 Best warranty to protect your investment
❏

Uniform load = Up to 200 lbf/ft2
Dynamic Live Load = Side load of 600 lbs at rated uniform load
on a 4x8 platform
Point Load = 1000 lbs applied via 1” diameter pin
Wenger has been building world-class portable stages for nearly seventy years.
Please call for a brochure or visit us online.

800-4WENGER (493-6437) www.wengercorp.com
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After you’ve considered everything you need in a staging system, ask about
the load ratings and make sure you know you’ve got a sturdy, safe, reliable
staging system that will last you for years to come. The load ratings should
be a part of your criteria.

Point Load
The point load rating for a portable stage
lets you know how much weight you can
place on a single point without leaving a
permanent mark or dent in the stage surface.
This is important in the case where you may
want to set a grand piano on the stage—or
a really heavy prop. Manufacturers will often
give this specification as a weight applied by
a pin or a caster, for example: 1,500lb applied
via 1” diameter pin. What this means for that
stage surface is if you set 1500 pounds
on a 1-inch diameter pin, it will not leave a
permanent mark or dent in the stage surface.
It is important to consider this number when

looking at portable stages even if you do
not intend on placing a grand piano on
stage. A higher point load rating will mean a
more durable surface that may better resist
damage such as in the case of an accidentally
dropped hammer.
But there’s another load rating many
people don’t think about. And it’s not often
included in the manufacturer’s information.

The dynamic live load rating is the amount
of lateral force a portable stage has been
tested to safely support while supporting
the maximum uniform load. For example, a
10ft x 10ft portable stage that has a standard
uniform load rating of 125 pounds per square
foot and a 15% dynamic live load rating, the
side load is calculated as 15% of the total
uniform live load or 1875 pounds. (10ft x 10ft
x 125 pounds x 0.15) The higher the dynamic
live load rating the greater amount of lateral
force the stage can safely support without
bending or collapsing.

Ask the Right Questions
The bottom line is this: after you’ve
considered everything you need in a staging
system, ask about the load ratings and make
sure you know you’ve got a sturdy, safe,
reliable staging system that will last you for
years to come. The load ratings should be a
part of your criteria.

Dynamic Live Load
The standard uniform load rating is often
static, but a group of high school students
performing during a concert is never static.
That’s why it is important to consider the
dynamic live load rating.
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Create your moment

show choir arrangements

Beautiful Flowers
Digital floral prints that
move with you

Breeze Tunes Productions specializes in creating
high-quality, competitive arrangements tailored to fit
your choir’s show design, skill level, and budget!

we offer:
■ New Custom Arrangements
■ Previously Arranged Titles
■ Rehearsal Clinics
■ Video Critiques
■ Tracks Made With Studio Musicians
■ Adjudication at Competitions
View our new catalog now

breezetunes.com garrett@breezetunes.com
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